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Q1: Does anybody in a government role / job / position / post of any sort, either with or 

reporting to a public authority, have technology and/or devices which allow future event 

possibilities and options observed? 

C: Yes, such people have the same abilities all humans do, by virtue of their membership, 

just as you have, you who read these words.  

 

What this question means is, a device as would be called a physical apparatus, which creates an 

image with light photons observed, similar to television. 

 

Yes, this device has been three things: found, given and also built, the last of these three a 

facsimile copy done to assist in the understanding of the device's operation.  

 

Such a device was found aboard a crashed visitor craft, another was given by visitors to 

government officials. 

 

Q2: Is there a device for physical movement between places &/or locations? 

C: Yes, however technology is a better human word. Device suggests self contained, such a 

weather device which is not a good description. Changing weather from what would naturally 

happen results from application of a technology; this is what takes places when the teleportation 

as humans have called the process, occurs. We pluralized the word places, intentionally. 

 

Q3: How [do] these devices actually work…Apparently, they needed a psychic person to sit in 

a chair which had very special properties to operate the "Looking Glass" device...And  what is 

very interesting and strange is that in 2012, the device didn't work  anymore...They couldn't read 

it anymore because all the "timelines" seemed to merge and the "screens"(?) remained blank. 

C: A book of us you request, even a summary would fly badly in relation to understanding, 

if not the intense interest and thrills felt, observing its operation. 

 

Of course a human brain is required, because the destination of the image, the person to whom it 

is shown & projected, requires a brain to connect to the mind of the soul —or the soul of the 

mind, for these words are interchangeable, they mean the same thing— to function. This is 

because future events which involve or affect humans require humans to set these events in 

motion, to create the action which is felt, seen and known.  

 

The device receives the brainwaves much as a radio or television receiver does; it creates an 

image as a radio or television does. The device does not create sound. 

 

Not that the device stopped working, the humans involved were the cause. Their mental 

frequencies changed and were no more in tune or broadcasting frequencies the device would 

receive.     

 



Because humans generally refuse to believe in existences outside the physical senses of the 

human body which cannot be measured, changes in what is believed non-existent are not 

considered. If the transmission were blank from a radio station, where a live microphone in a 

quiet room were fed to the signal sent, it would become easy, instantaneously easy for humans, 

to believe the radio station or radio receiver devices, were no more. Move the microphone to 

sufficient surrounding sound for it to receive. This is what has happened, the humans no longer 

worked. 

 

Another functional human mind could be found, however this would require exposing the 

existence and operation to a possibly large number of humans, and its existence would likely 

become public.    

 

Q4: Coinciding with the Shift? 

C: Yes, somewhat for the humans whose minds were previously used successfully.  

 

Q5: A change in the frequencies in energy? 

C: Yes, to an extent this is correct but we repeat, the human involved was the reason or 

source of the apparent malfunction, not the device or technology. The mental awareness and 

ability of the human operators —for these devices are operated by the human mind, we do not 

wish to mean a laboratory technician person when operator is said, such person does NOT 

operate the device— are more willing to consider their own mind functionality potential, 

undiscovered  or unadmitted capabilities and effects, and thus be more receptive to external 

forces and energies programmed and planned in their life course. What washes over and through 

Earth now, and through the solar system and the entire star precinct in which Earth travels, is the 

cause or source of the shifted mental energy.  

 

Q6: Have they managed to "mend" or "improve" the device or is it still lost today? 

C: Here we foresee interference in human affairs if we proceed too deeply, because this 

question's answer could become a small entry point as would be a punctured hole, into the larger 

balloon topic of which things are intentionally concealed from human society by human chosen 

leaders originating from & among the societies, and why.  

 

This brings out what we have said often, and also said your alien extraterrestrial friends; change 

your leaders. Your human friends in the USA nation made an attempt to achieve this recently 

along the human timeline, and demonstrated how efforts required are generated and applied, the 

benefits and especially pitfalls to soon be seen from using this novel technique, originally 

intended as punishment but disguised as this only this latest use, result from the method of 

leadership change and reactions to the selected ones. The leaders themselves do not matter much; 

the true differences, detrimental or beneficial, come from chosen reactions to the leaders 

selected. 

 

The option not to follow closely or even moderately near commands, instructions or restraints of 

human leadership are available to sufficient people so that leadership can be nullified. 

Compelling even a minority portion of any large group against the will of the group members 

does not bring about the obedience desired by the self-styled commanders who will insist to the 



masses they were chosen, or elected or appointed or placed in such role with legitimate thus 

authoritative presence. This always comes to the member participants of the arrangement, be it 

religious congregation, motorcycle club or sovereign nation state of humans, to agree, follow and 

provide the coordination.   

 

Q7: Is it really originally extraterrestrial technology handed to us? 

C: Yes. 

 

Q8: If yes, what was their purpose in giving us such devices? 

C: Extract our willingness to allow increased contacts, for their benefit.   

 

Q9: Has it ever been used to the detriment of humanity?  

C: No. This is not allowed; as we have said often, interference which violates the prime 

directive cannot be. Invitations extended by humans are not interference, and these offers 

extended by humans cannot be achieved with deception. Contact is permitted however the 

protectors of Earth know how contact should occur to prevent interference; we suggest a racing 

wildfire approaching a steep, high cliff and animals caught in the quickly narrowing space. 

Arbitrary or large contacts with many humans simultaneously would cause such reaction, as you 

know well, the reaction of and among humans amounting to interference. 

 

Small targeted contacts are less likely to provoke a conflagration of reactions, the targeted 

humans the leaders human have chosen.  

 

These selected representatives, officials and leaders among mankind are far less likely to reveal 

thus cause a change in general course, but are likewise limited in what can be observed into the 

future, through use of the device. These constraints are enforced by the Guardian Angels and 

Guides of the humans involved, and the humans also plan this role and life, reviewing nightly 

during sleep their position and course. They will all swear this is not happening, precisely the 

plan they themselves choose.  

 

To this point readers will take notice that teleportation has not been mentioned, only viewing or 

observation. In many ways these are the same, but in the dimensionality of Earth, they are 

different also. We shall explain the operation, the similarities will emerge we trust. 

 

View your existence, either individual or collective —however both are the same, if appearing 

different— as a matrix of six sided forms or hexagons. Any side of a hexagon in which you are 

located at any moment is also a side in the hexagon of another soul, thing or object. Move along 

yours and the others move also, relative to you. 

 

There are an infinite number of routes through the hexagon matrix of existence, which means 

little to nothing in practice or in application, for you are concerned principally or solely with 

what connects to and near you.  

 



The path chosen thus seen and observed appears as a line, and humans call this the or a timeline. 

It is also named the past, and the future. It flows along the edges of the hexagons; at each corner 

a fork is encountered. A choice is made, and the course continues. 

 

The teleportation device allows the most recent segment to be partially re-traced for the purposes 

of the object upon which it is used, or applied or directed. This naturally involves movement and 

appears to observers to permit time travel backwards. Physical movement forward is prohibited 

interference, but observation of choices is not because as we have already said, humans possess 

this capability naturally yet generally deny its existence or possibility. 

 

We enjoy the label for this position, scientific consensus, which does not exist. By the human 

understood definitions of scientific investigation, consensus is irrelevant however oxymoronic 

terms so nicely fit, wrap and falsely support human beliefs and preferences, they are common.    

 

The principal uses of the Looking Glass and Yellow Cube technologies and devices is to see 

impending events deemed negative, then return to a passed location and change course 

sufficiently far to avoid an approaching event. 

 

Humans can already avoid all negative approaching events, thus alien extraterrestrial visitors 

who provided this technology only allowed limited use on Earth to neatly fit the belief humans 

hold so strongly. The alien ET visitors did so to extract concessions and permissions voluntarily 

from humans.  

 

Human consciousness, collective life plans and individual life contracts nearly never require a 

physical device, each and all of you each and every night as each and every one of you sleep do 

it. The alien extraterrestrial visitors who flashed these shiny objects sought short term gain and 

advantage, achieved that but have not done more because they were not permitted thus did not 

even attempt it, knowing the risk of harmful distortion.  

 

Nevertheless the glimpse into these abilities so enthralled but also unnerved to the point of 

threatening the humans who given a look, those humans both worried deeply about misuse and 

also became at the same time secretly thrilled with importance upon becoming the holder and 

concealment controllers.  

 

Be well one and all. Do return.  


